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Preface
The Safe Ministry Commission was tasked with assisting the Anglican Church of
Australia to respond to the recommendations of the Royal Commission into
Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse.
Recommendation 16.5 of the Royal Commission’s Final Report states:
The Anglican Church of Australia should develop, and each diocese
should implement, mandatory national standards to ensure that all
people in religious or professional ministry (bishops, clergy, religious
and lay personnel):
a. undertake mandatory, regular professional development,
compulsory components being professional responsibility and
boundaries, ethics in ministry and child safety
b. undertake mandatory professional/pastoral supervision
c. undergo regular performance appraisals.
Recommendation 16.44 of the Royal Commission’s Final Report states:
Consistent with Child Safe Standard 5, each religious institution
should ensure that all people in religious or pastoral ministry,
including religious leaders, are subject to effective management and
oversight and undertake annual performance appraisals.
Recommendation 16.45 of the Royal Commission’s Final Report states:
Consistent with Child Safe Standard 5, each religious institution
should ensure that all people in religious or pastoral ministry,
including religious leaders, have professional supervision with a
trained professional or pastoral supervisor who has a degree of
independence from the institution within which the person is in
ministry.
The Final Report of the Royal Commission defines pastoral ministry as:
…any form of religious ministry of care or service to a religious
community and/or the broader community. This might include
administration of the sacraments, hospital or prison chaplaincy,
counselling, or outreach to marginalised individuals and
communities…
The Final Report of the Royal Commission defines a person in religious ministry as:
…a minister of religion, priest, deacon, pastor, rabbi, Salvation Army
officer, church elder, religious brother or sister and any other person
recognised as a spiritual leader in a religious institution.
The Safe Ministry Commission recognises that recommendations 16.5, 16.44 and
16.45 also apply to people, whether clergy or lay, who are engaged in ministry on a
voluntary basis. Implementation of these recommendations to this category is not
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feasible at this time. As a first step in implementing these recommendations the Safe
Ministry Commission is proposing that the policies for professional development,
professional supervision and ministry review be limited to stipendiary and paid
ministers.
Implementing professional supervision may be constrained by the current numbers of
trained professional supervisors available to dioceses. Where in a diocese there is an
insufficiency of trained professional supervisors, the policy for professional
supervision allows for supervision of ministers by appropriately qualified persons
who are not professional supervisors for a period of up to five years.
While recommendations 16.5 and 16.44 refer to ‘performance appraisals’, in the
context of the Anglican Church of Australia these recommendations should be
understood as referring to ‘ministry reviews’.
Best practice for ministry wellbeing and development incorporates a commitment to
professional development, professional supervision, and ministry reviews. This policy
and its guidelines provide a framework for these three elements. They constitute an
approach to life-long learning in ministry and give effect to the recommendations of
the Royal Commission. The Safe Ministry Commission acknowledges implementation
of the policies for professional development, professional supervision and ministry
reviews will involve a significant change of culture for ministry in our church. It will
be important to review the effectiveness of the policies, guidelines, and resources in
this document after a period of five years.
The Safe Ministry Commission is grateful to The Reverend Tracy Lauersen and Ms
Nicola Lock, who both serve on the Commission and who contributed their expertise
from backgrounds in organisational development and training, professional
supervision and counselling. The Commission also acknowledges the contribution of
The Reverend Dr Geoff Broughton who consulted with us on aspects of professional
supervision, to the focus groups and dioceses who reviewed the policy and
guidelines, and to the Diocese of Bunbury, led by The Right Reverend Dr Ian Coutts,
which piloted this policy and guidelines prior to their release.
The Ministry Wellbeing and Development: Policy, Guidelines and Resources has been
endorsed by the Standing Committee of the General Synod. The Mission and
Ministry Commission has the ongoing responsibility for questions relating to the
policy and guidelines and will undertake a review after three years in consultation
with dioceses. (SC2021/4/25).
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Key terms
bishop means the bishop of the diocese or the bishop to the Defence Force.
bishop’s delegate means the person appointed by the bishop to perform the role of
the bishop in relation to professional development and ministry reviews. The bishop’s
delegate may be an assistant bishop, archdeacon, or area dean, or a person with
human resources or other relevant experience in a parish or organisation.
clergy means bishops, priests, and deacons.
employer means the person or body which appointed or employed a lay minister.
employer’s delegate means the person appointed by the employer to perform the
role of the employer in relation to professional development and ministry reviews.
The employer’s delegate may be a person with human resources or other relevant
experience in a parish or organisation.
ministers means:
a. licensed and stipendiary or paid clergy; and
b. stipendiary or paid lay church workers providing pastoral care or service, including:
§
§
§
§
§

children’s and families’ workers;
pastoral care workers;
youth ministers and generations ministers;
music ministers; and
chaplains in hospitals, aged care facilities, and prisons.

These clergy and lay church workers are referred to as ‘ministers’ throughout the
document. A minister does not include a person exclusively involved in
administration.
Ministry reviews are guided reflections and discussions that focus on a minister’s
ministry over a preceding period of time.
Professional development which is sometimes called ministry development, means
the maintenance and enhancement of the knowledge, expertise, and competence of
ministers throughout their vocation, according to a plan which has been developed
with regard to the needs of the minister, the church and society.
Professional supervision means intentional, contracted or covenanted, regular
conversation between a professional supervisor and a minister to focus on their
ministry and any issues arising from that ministry. It has a strong emphasis on the
wellbeing of the minister and the way that ministry is conducted faithfully, ethically,
and compassionately. In this document professional supervision includes
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professional/pastoral supervision as referred to in Recommendation 16.5 of the
Royal Commission.
Professional supervisor means professional supervisor or pastoral supervisor as
referred to in Recommendation 16.45 of the Royal Commission and as defined in 4.30
of this document.
Royal Commission means the Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to Child
Sexual Abuse.
stipendiary refers to office holders who are paid a stipend to do their ministry.
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MINISTRY WELLBEING
AND DEVELOPMENT

1 Introduction
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Building a framework for the wellbeing of ministers
1.1

Ministry wellbeing and development play a critical role in the health and
effectiveness of ministers. Ministry is a demanding role, requiring multiple skills
and competencies. Maintaining balance and boundaries and developing
supports are important for effective ministry. This is particularly so for those
ministers who are the sole stipendiary workers in their parish or chaplaincy.

1.2

The daily working life of ministers involves diverse activities—from sermon and
teaching preparation to administration, strategic leadership, counselling and
mission work. For others, ministry may involve hiring, coaching and managing
staff or developing entrepreneurial methods of ministry and mission.
Multidisciplinary competencies are needed. These can combine to contribute to
frequent long days and many responsibilities. When we add the fast pace of
change of the modern world, the post-Christian context in which ministry is
undertaken and the increasing demands of compliance, a focus on wellbeing
and development is critical for ministerial effectiveness, adaptation, changeleadership and flourishing.

1.3

This policy and its guidelines outline three practices which are important
elements in ensuring the wellbeing and development of ministers: professional
development, professional supervision and ministry reviews. Together, these
three elements constitute a framework for life-long learning in ministry,
whereby a minister’s knowledge, skills and abilities are continually updated and
refreshed so that they are equipped to respond well and to flourish in the work
that they do1.

Reasons for these forms of ministry wellbeing and development
1.4

There are a number of reasons why dioceses should adopt the policies and
follow the guidelines for ministry wellbeing and development in this document.
a. The calling of ministers. Ministers are called to build up the church and to
extend God’s Kingdom (Ephesians 3:10; 4:7-16). The reflective practices of
review and supervision and the development of skills in ministry build the
capacity of ministers to respond to this high calling. They form part of their
training and discipline as ministers pursue ‘the crown that will last forever’
(1 Corinthians 9:24-27).

1 DS Queeney & JK English, Mandatory Continuing Education: A Status Report, Eric
clearinghouse on Adult, Career and Vocational Education, Center on Education and Training
for Employment, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, 1994, p.26.
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b. The nature of Christian discipleship. Christian discipleship is shaped by the
values of ongoing apprenticeship to Christ, and to ongoing growth in
knowledge, service, relationships and wisdom. Discipleship is a dynamic
process. The Bible gives significant modelling of this dynamic process. In
Jesus’ ministry to the disciples as recorded in the New Testament, there is a
model of dynamic apprenticeship and ongoing development. In the Apostle
Paul’s church planting teams, there are models of partnership, teamwork
and accountability. In the Old Testament characters of Jethro and Moses,
there is a biblical model of personal supervision.
Scripture exhorts disciples to run, walk, grow and train to be fruitful, to do
their best, increasing in knowledge and love (2 Peter 3:18; Colossians 1:10;
Ephesians 4:15; 1 Timothy 4:7-8; 1 Corinthians 9:24-25; 2 Timothy 2:15;
Hebrews 12:1). They are to work heartily for the Lord, to keep the faith, to
train for godliness, to press on, to be transformed and to allow others to
sharpen their thinking and practices just as they also sharpen the thinking
and practices of their colleagues as well (Colossians 3:23; 2 Timothy 4:7; 1
Timothy 4:7-8; Philippians 3:13-14; Romans 12:2; Proverbs 27:17). They are
called to use well and to maximise the talents that God has given them for
the tasks he has given them to do (Matthew 25:14-30).
c. Effectiveness. The experience and study of a variety of professions and
industries provide evidence that these practices aid both the practitioner,
their industry and the public. For example, studies of the impact of
professional development on teachers in 2017 found ‘significant positive
effects on teaching quality’ which could be tied to professional
development2. Corresponding effects have been studied in nurse
professional development, and the continuing professional development of
doctors and lawyers. The practices outlined in this policy will aid the
wellbeing of ministers, the maintenance of standards and the adaptation of
ministry to an everchanging world. When viewed through a biblical lens,
the church and its ministers have much to learn from these effective
business practices which, with their emphasis on service, purpose and
accountability, complement values embedded in an understanding of
faithful ministry.

Jennifer Gore, Adam Lloyd, Maxwell Smith, Julie Bowe, Hywel Ellis, and David Lubans,
‘Effects of professional development on the quality of teaching: Results from a randomised
controlled trial of Quality Teaching Rounds’, Teaching and Teacher Education, Volume 68, pp.
99-113.
2
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d. Royal Commission recommendations and societal expectations. Mandatory
practices of professional development, professional supervision and ministry
reviews were recognised by the Royal Commission as important contributors
to averting the systemic problems that can lead to widespread abuse.
Christians are exhorted in Scripture to respect and submit to the governing
authorities, even secular ones, who, the Bible says, are also servants of God
and are put in place by God for our good (Romans 13: 1-7).
1.5

This policy and guidelines are issued to assist dioceses to respond to the need to
develop, supervise and review their ministers. It will aid consistency of
application and ease of implementation across all dioceses. Some dioceses have
already developed their own models for development, review and supervision.
Dioceses that have developed models need simply to ensure that their models
meet the minimum standards laid out in this document. In this way, ministers
can meet their calling, and respond to Scripture and to the recommendations of
the Royal Commission. Included in the guidelines are scenarios to provide
practical examples of their implementation.

Support for implementation
1.6

To assist with implementation of the policy and guidelines there are a series of
templates found under ‘resources’ in each section. Dioceses may convert these
templates into web-based or fillable forms.

1.7

To seek further information about these policies or to request further advice
about how to implement them, please contact the Mission and Ministry
Commission through the General Synod Office:
Email: gso@anglican.org.au
Phone: +61 2 8267 2700
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Policy
2.1

This policy applies to ministers as defined in the Key Terms. A diocese may
exempt a minister who receives professional supervision, professional
development and/or ministry review as part of their employment or
appointment by an external body.

Guidelines
2.2

Whilst this policy is for ‘ministers’ as defined in the Key Terms, it can be
proportionally adapted for those in part-time stipendiary or paid ministry,
including locum ministry, and advice is given about how to do this in the
detailed sections that follow. Implementation guidelines are also given for how
to adapt these policies and guidelines for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
ministers and ministers of culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds.
Modifications to these implementation guidelines may also be made by the
Bishop to the Defence Forces for full-time Defence Force Chaplains and for
Defence Force Chaplains who are not otherwise covered by these guidelines. As
far as practicable, modifications by the Bishop to the Defence Forces should be
consistent with these guidelines.

2.3

While this policy of professional development, professional supervision and
ministry reviews does not apply to honorary/volunteer ministers, dioceses are
encouraged to consider the benefits of applying this framework to them.

2.4

Where dioceses have already introduced professional supervision, professional
development, or ministry review measures for ministers, they should be
adjusted if needed to meet this policy and guidelines as a minimum. Dioceses
may introduce or keep more extensive policies and guidelines as they see fit.
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3 Professional
development
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Professional Development Policy
3.1

Ministers are to undertake a minimum of 30 hours of professional development
over three years. At least three hours of professional development must relate
to professional responsibilities and boundaries, a further three hours to ethics
in ministry, a further three hours to child safety and a further three hours to
domestic and family violence.

3.2

Professional development content involving face-to-face, online or distance
learning must be conducted by suitably qualified persons. It must relate to the
minister’s practice of ministry and extend their knowledge and skills in areas
relevant to their ministry practice needs.

3.3

Professional development activities may consist of seminars, workshops,
lectures, conferences, discussion groups, multimedia or web-based programs,
one-to-one training or other suitable educational activities. Private study or
reading is also an acceptable professional development activity but should not
comprise more than nine hours of the required professional development
activities. The publication of an article related to their ministry practice by a
minister also qualifies as a professional development activity, along with
membership of a committee, taskforce, working group, or practice section of a
professional association, related to ministry. Publications and memberships
together should not comprise more than nine hours of the professional
development activities over three years. Academic studies related to ministry
practice also qualify as professional development activities.

3.4

Ministers must keep a record and evidence of their professional development
activities and supply these annually as part of their three-year ministry review
cycle.

3.5

Provided that ministers complete three hours over a three-year cycle
professional development related to each of professional responsibilities and
boundaries, ethics in ministry, child safety, and domestic and family violence,
dioceses have discretion to allow reduced hours of professional development in
the case of part-time ministers, or a minister experiencing extended illness, on
leave, with reduced working hours, or when they are licensed but not engaged
in ministry, or in other special circumstances such as hardship. Any such
reduction must be approved in writing.

3.6

Where a minister commences a new ministry role, professional development
undertaken in the former role is counted as part of the professional
development during that three-year cycle.
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3.7

Where a diocese is satisfied that a minister has not, without reasonable excuse,
complied with these requirements, it should take appropriate action to ensure
compliance.

Professional Development Guidelines
Appropriate support for ministry
3.8

Professional development, which is sometimes called ‘ministry development’,
involves ‘The maintenance and enhancement of the knowledge, expertise and
competence of ministers throughout their vocation, according to a plan which
has been developed with regard to the needs of the minister, the church and
society’3.

3.9

For some, ‘professional’ may not be the term of choice for clergy and lay
ministers, but it is a commonly used term to refer to the competent and skilful
practices of one who holds a licence, qualification or recognition for a
particular profession or occupation. ‘Professional development’ is the broadly
accepted phrase for the development of workers in many fields and industries.
It is the term which was applied to ministers in the recommendations of the
Royal Commission. Using this phrase builds a common understanding and
points to a body of accepted wisdom on the ongoing development of workers
in many fields of employment and ministry. For these reasons, it is the phrase
which has been adopted in this policy.

3.10 Professional development is different to other training because of its relevance
to the requirements of the particular context of the minister. When a children’s
minister learns about how different ages and stages affect a child’s ability to
learn and process information—that is professional development. They are
learning what they need to know in order to be a competent children’s
minister. When a minister with responsibility for a parish or an organisation
learns about the latest changes to compliance laws for child safety—that is
professional development. They are learning what they need to know to be a
competent parish leader. When a pastoral care worker learns listening skills—
that is professional development. They are learning what they need to know to
be a competent pastoral carer.

T. Lauersen, Recommendations to ‘Suited by their Learning’, Implementations Committee,
Diocese of Melbourne, 2014. Adapted from J. Watkins, ‘UK professional associations and
continuing professional development: a new direction?’, International Journal of Lifelong
Education, Vol.18 (1), p. 64.
3
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3.11 Historically, ministry (along with many other fields of service and work) had a
‘front-ended’ approach for gaining necessary skills and competencies. Clergy
would do their training in a theological college and on graduating, would then
be considered to be equipped with all that was needed for effective ministry.
They were expected to use their foundational theological degree and to simply
‘apply’ it for the practice of their ministry for the term of their vocation. Our
contemporary understanding of ministry shows that front-ending is not
sufficient. Many ministers could easily create a long list titled ‘All the things
they didn’t teach me at theological college’. Many practical aspects of ministry
are not part of undergraduate theological degrees, many aspects can only be
learnt ‘on the job’ in the parish or chaplaincy or diocese, or in an ‘action
learning’ environment4. Changes to legislative and compliance requirements,
along with fast-paced changes in society necessitate an ongoing approach to
learning about ministry and mission. Adults often learn best at the time when
they have a clear need for learning that has relevance for their current
situation. This suggests a minister’s most teachable moments will be
experienced as they progress in their vocations. Finally, whilst truth is eternal,
knowledge is not static—it evolves as ministers think, seek and ask questions.
Ongoing, life-long learning and development are best practice tools for
flourishing ministry.
3.12 The best professional development is the development that is best suited for
the individual and their context. In partnership with the bishop or bishop’s
delegate in the case of clergy, and their employer or employer’s delegate in the
case of lay ministers. and flowing from their annual ministry review, ministers
can set goals for learning for the coming year/s which will direct their
professional development in a focused way. Templates for these processes
(PD 01 and PD 02) can be found at the end of this section.

Triannual compulsory components
3.13 In accordance with the Royal Commission’s recommendations, dioceses should
arrange training of their ministers in all four compulsory components of
professional development: a minimum of three hours over three years for each
compulsory component.
3.14 Component 1: Professional responsibilities and boundaries. These include the
legal and church frameworks that protect ministers and those they serve in

Action learning is an experiential learning method that involves learning by doing and
reflecting on the experience. It is often used by organisations in a team context.
4
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ministry. This includes protection from physical and psychological harm and
ensures safe working environments for ministry. Over the course of a three-year
cycle, professional responsibilities and boundaries should include:
§ personal boundaries (uses of personal information, privacy, discussing
personal issues, taking work home, accessibility of the minister);
§ professional boundaries (workplace behaviours, respectful communication,
inclusivity, safety (some resources available at
https://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au), confidentiality, receiving and giving
gifts, inappropriate personal, emotional, physical and sexual contact, verbal
and physical aggression);
§ relevant standards and guidelines, including those in Faithfulness in Service.
3.15 Component 2: Ethics in ministry. Over the course of a three-year cycle areas of
ministry, ethics should include:
§
§
§
§
§

ministry practices;
pastoral relationships;
power and influence;
the minister’s personal and public life; and
other relevant standards and guidelines, including those in Faithfulness in
Service.

3.16 Component 3: Child safety. Over the course of a three-year cycle child safety
training should include:
§ training in the National Principles for Child Safe Organisations which were
endorsed by members of the Council of Australian Governments, the Prime
Minister and state and territory Ministers, in February 2019. Free e-learning is
available from http://childsafe.elearning.humanrights.gov.au on how to
implement these national principles;
§ awareness of State or Territory legislation and compliance requirements;
§ training in how to implement the National Principles in a particular ministry
context;
§ training in any changes to best practice or requirements for child safety;
§ mandatory reporting training;
§ any other required child-safety training; and
§ relevant standards and guidelines, including those in Faithfulness in Service.
3.17 Component 4: Domestic and Family Violence. Over the course of a three-year
cycle domestic and family violence training should include:
§ increasing ministers’ understanding of the patterns and dynamics of abusive
relationships;
§ providing information on domestic and family violence resources and
services; and
§ developing ministers’ abilities to be proactive in addressing intimate partner
violence.
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The need for a ‘mixed methods’ approach
3.18 People learn in different ways. Furthermore, different knowledge and skills are
usually best learnt in ways that suit their particular characteristics—some by
reading and reflection, some by practice, some by group work, some online,
etc. A mixed methods approach to professional development encourages
ministers and dioceses to utilise a variety of professional learning contexts.
These activities must connect to research, knowledge or practices relevant to a
minister’s role, and may include:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

attendance at seminars, workshops and conferences;
participation in discussion groups;
participation in web-based or other digital programs;
professional reading, listening, or viewing;
researching and writing a book or an article for publication in a ministry
journal;
teaching other ministers—in an academic institution, in a conference or
course;
one-to-one training;
undertaking further academic studies in a relevant discipline; and
working on a committee, taskforce, working group or practice section of a
diocese or ministry related organisation.

Dioceses may add to this list as appropriate. A suggested approach to creating a
Professional Development Plan is found in a ‘How-to Guide’ under Resources
for this section.
3.19 A breadth of subject matter and learning methods is important to ensure
genuine development is undertaken and so the following guidelines mix the
annual allowable proportions of different types of professional development:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Compulsory subjects (12 hours);
Professional reading, listening, viewing (up to 9 hours);
Committee or taskforce work (up to 9 hours);
Conferences, seminars, workshops;
Web-based or other digital programs;
Further academic study;
Other professional development.
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Minimum 30 hours of professional development over each 3-year cycle
12 hours

18 hours

Compulsory component

Custom component
—chosen to suit a particular minister’s needs and context

Addressing all of the
following:
§ professional
responsibility and
boundaries (minimum
three hours);
§ ethics in ministry
(minimum three
hours); and
§ child safety (minimum
three hours); and
§ domestic and family
violence (minimum
three hours)

Professional reading/ listening/ viewing

May not be counted as
more than 9 of the 18
hours

Committee/taskforce work

May not be counted as
more than 9 of the 18
hours

Conferences, seminars, workshops
Web-based courses
Further academic study
Other professional development

Bishop Jenny needs to complete 30 hours of professional development in each three-year
cycle. In the first year of the review cycle, Jenny attended the two-day seminar arranged for
clergy of the diocese to focus on the compulsory components. That meant Jenny had 18 hours
of professional development left to do. As a member of the Episcopal Standards Commission,
Jenny was able to count 9 hours of her work for the Commission that year towards the
requirement. For the final 9 hours, Jenny listed attendance at seminars arranged in
association with the research work she was doing towards a Doctorate in Ministry.

Delivery through in-house and external providers
3.20 Dioceses will need to help ministers to access appropriate professional
development. Some knowledge and skills will be best delivered in-house by
dioceses rather than by external providers. This may include updates for
ministers on changes to legislation affecting ministry or training in the diocese’s
latest practices regarding child safety in its parishes and organisations. Some
knowledge and skills—for example, training in intercultural awareness and
diversity—are best delivered by external providers.
3.21 There are diverse opportunities for learning and many innovative and
recognised subject experts available in external contexts and ministers should
be encouraged to pursue those in order that they can benefit most from
advances in ministry skills and knowledge. In addition to any mandated
diocesan programs, ministers are encouraged to access external opportunities.
3.22 The Anglican Church of Australia is a diverse, multi-cultural church. Culturally
and linguistically diverse ministers may be prevented from accessing
professional development opportunities available to other Australians because
14

§ they are not aware of what professional development is available; and/or
§ professional development does not consider needs of ministers who use
English as a second language or of those who cannot easily access digital
services
Dioceses should consider how to make professional development opportunities more
accessible to their culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD) ministers and support
professional development provision which is suitable for CALD ministers.

Reverend Sanbaylat ministers in a parish in a remote area with poor internet. Although
most ministers in the Diocese do some of their compulsory training online, the Diocese
arranges for Reverend Sanbaylat to come into the city to join a group of peers in a daytime
workshop so that more time for questions and individual attention can be given.

Accessibility and affordability
3.23 Some ministers may worry that these professional development requirements
will be expensive, but professional development does not need to have high
fees attached to it to be worthwhile. It is a good idea for dioceses to establish a
matrix of recognised methods and recommended activities and to ensure that
any professional development which is recommended is both accessible and
affordable.
3.24 Ideally, diocesan development sessions should not attract fees. If sessions
attracted fees, it would limit the type of professional development programs
that could be accessed by ministers and the minister’s capacity to fund relevant
professional development for their particular ministry context.
3.25 Dioceses may consider sharing any professional development programs they
develop with other dioceses. Parishes should consider allocating a specific
amount or percentage of the minimum stipend in their annual budgets to assist
ministers in undertaking professional development. The expense of professional
development activities may be tax deductible.
3.26 Diocesan grants and flexible work provisions which can be directed towards
assisting professional development would be beneficial particularly for
underrepresented groups in ministry including women, Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander people and people from culturally and linguistically diverse
backgrounds.

Reverend Sarah Smith is a minister who wants to pursue a PhD in an area of great interest
to her Diocese. Recognising that juggling ministry, parenting duties and study can be
difficult, her Diocese helps by providing additional study leave for her.
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Professional Development Resources
3.27 The following templates are provided to assist with implementation of this
policy and guidelines:
§ Professional Development Plan (PD 01);
§ Record of professional development (PD 02).
Any certificates, records of attendance, reflection on professional reading
/listening /viewing should be attached to the annual record.
3.28 The following guides are provided to assist with implementation of this policy
and guidelines:
§ Creating a Professional Development Plan;
§ Developing a written reflection on what you read, view or listen to as part of
your professional development.
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Professional Development Plan

PD 01

Instructions
1. All ministers should complete an annual Professional Development Plan in accordance with the
following specification.
2. Clergy should discuss a draft of this plan with their bishop or the bishop’s delegate; lay ministers
should discuss a draft with their employer or the employer’s delegate.
3. Following any agreed amendment, clergy should send the final plan to their bishop or the bishop’s
delegate, and lay ministers should send the plan to their employer or the employer’s delegate.
Name of minister
For year
commencing

day/ month/ year

GOALS
Goals associated
with my ministry
role

My personal
development
goals

ACTION PLAN
Mandatory
component

Additional
components,
including assessed
development and
training needs

Minister
signature, date
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Record of
professional development

PD 02

Name………………………………………………………………………….Year…………………
Date
The date
the activity
was
undertaken

Activity
The name of the
event/activity

Provider
List the name
of the provider

Method
The learning
method as
described in the
guidelines

Hours
Number of hours spent
in this professional
development activity

Learning need
What learning need or
professional development
requirement was this activity
linked to?

Evaluation
Did the activity help you meet
this learning need? Yes/No? If
‘no’ the learning need should be
reviewed

dd/mm/yy

Attended Diocesan clergy
workshop

Diocese of…

Face-to-face
workshop

4

Annual compulsory
boundaries, ethics, child
safety, domestic and family
violence training workshop

Yes – session described latest
changes to legislation

dd/mm/yy

Undertook Masters
Subject

XX
Theological
College

Intensive lecture
mode, assessed
course work

30

Chaplaincy skills

Yes – subject enabled me to
upskill as a school chaplain
via course input, case studies
and reflective essay

Attach additional pages of the record as required.
Attach copies of any results, certificates, 500-word reflections on each item of professional reading/ listening/ viewing.
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How-to Guide
Creating a Professional Development Plan
§

For this task you should ideally have a list of capabilities (core and other
competencies, skills, knowledge and behaviours) provided by your diocese, church
or employer.

§

Use your own notepaper or computer to prepare for this task. Note: A SMART
activity is one that is Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, and Timed.

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

Analyse your current ministry
role.
Which capabilities
(competencies, skills, knowledge
and behaviours) are critical to
success in this role?

Development
Identify the areas where your capabilities need to grow to match what is needed.
You could use your own personal reflection along with information from your
own past role reviews or other feedback you have received.
The mandatory development areas are pre-listed.
List up to 3 other areas where you need to develop further.
Enhancement
Now identify capabilities which are your areas of strength from the list under
Step 1. Are there strengths that you would like to enhance even further?
List one or two.

In a table like the one below, identify ways you can develop and/ or find
suitable training in the areas listed in Step 2.
Refer to the list of professional development methods in the guidelines
for ideas.

List them in order of importance.

Critical capabilities
listed in order of importance

Development—
Mandatory

Capability to be developed or
enhanced

SMART Activity

Outcome/ Measure

[For example: Professional
responsibilities and boundaries,
ethics in ministry, child safety and
domestic and family violence]

[Respond to parish family violence]

[August 2022: Read a recent
Australian book on the drivers of
family violence, such as Jess Hill’s
‘See what you made me do?’ and
prepare a reflection to share with
the parish. Make a list of local
agencies I and others can refer to.]

[Improved ability to identify cases;
evidence of successful management
of cases.]

Professional responsibilities and
boundaries, ethics in ministry, child
safety and domestic and family
violence
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How-to Guide
Creating a Professional Development Plan
Critical capabilities
listed in order of importance

Development—
Up to three other areas

Capability to be developed

Enhancement—
One or two strengths
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SMART Activity

Outcome/ Measure

MINISTRY WELLBEING AND DEVELOPMENT

How-to Guide
Developing a written reflection on what you read, view and listen to
as part of your professional development
Introduction
Most of us would be familiar with the axiom ‘we learn by experience’. We also learn
faster when we learn through our experiences, by reflecting on what we experience.
Reflection and feedback enable us to maximise the learning power of an experience.
This is also relevant when we read a book or journal article, listen to a podcast or
lecture or view a web-based video. The practice of reflection embeds our learning
and adds value to our reading, listening and viewing and makes it more memorable
and therefore its value more accessible to us when we can use it in our own practice
of ministry.

Written reflection
If you read, listen to or view a resource as part of your professional development,
you can use the following prompts to guide your reflection.
Note the details of the resource you used. Then write down your reflection
(minimum 500 words). Your written reflection serves as evidence of this professional
development activity for the person receiving your Professional Development Plan
and your ministry reviewer.

Guide for reflection
Summarise the content of the book/ article/ podcast/ video.
What did you learn?
How, and in what areas does this apply to your practice of ministry?
How does what you have read, heard or watched connect with Scripture and
practical theology?
§ What will you do in your ministry practice as a result of what you have read/
watched/ heard? (Think of an activity that is SMART: Specific, Measurable,
Achievable, Realistic, Time specific).
§ How can you share your learning with other ministry practitioners?
§ If desirable, how can you further develop your learning of this topic?
§
§
§
§
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4 Professional
supervision
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Professional Supervision Policy
4.1

Ministers must complete a minimum of six hours of individual professional
supervision or twelve hours of group professional supervision each calendar
year.

4.2

Professional supervision must be facilitated by a professional supervisor as
defined in 4.30 and 4.31 in the professional supervision guidelines. Dioceses
may provide a list of professional supervisors for their ministers.

4.3

Professional supervision may be accessed by a range of means:
§
§
§
§

4.4

face-to-face;
online;
via telephone; and
via video/web conferencing.

Dioceses have discretion to allow reduced hours of professional supervision in
the case of a minister experiencing extended illness, on leave, with reduced
working hours, or finishing their ministry role during a calendar year, or when
they are licensed but not engaged in ministry or in other special circumstances
or due to hardship. Any such variation must be approved in writing.

4.5

Where a minister commences a new ministry role during the calendar year,
professional supervision undertaken in the former role is counted as part of the
professional supervision during that year.

4.6

Records and evidence of professional supervision should be kept and supplied
at annual ministry reviews.

4.7

Where a diocese is satisfied that a minister has not, without reasonable excuse,
complied with these requirements, it should take appropriate action to ensure
compliance.

4.8

Where there are insufficient numbers of professional supervisors for all
ministers in a diocese to access professional supervision, a diocese may
determine that supervision by a person recognised in 4.31 in the professional
supervision guidelines may be provided as an alternative to professional
supervision for a period of up to 5 years where such a person can obtain
insurance for this activity.
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Professional Supervision Guidelines
Supervision—effective systemic support
4.9

Despite the various existing contexts for peer support, mentoring and coaching
systems, there are continuing requests for professional support of which
professional supervision is a foundational element.

4.10 Professional supervision provides the opportunity for a fully rounded
understanding of oneself in relation to one’s ministry and the ongoing needs
for development in identified specific areas. Also, there are ongoing issues
with burnout in ministry: NCLS 2016 data indicates that nearly 50% of clergy
experience moderate to high levels of stress5. While this measure is
counterbalanced by experiencing high levels of personal effectiveness, results
from the same survey comparing clergy emotional exhaustion with personal
satisfaction indicate that there is a significant proportion of ministers in danger
of burnout. Moreover, with its emphasis on normative practice, professional
supervision provides a supportive space to explore the implications of
Faithfulness in Service on ministry.
4.11 The helpfulness of professional supervision was examined in a qualitative
survey amongst clergy in the Diocese of Sydney, both male and female, who
were currently accessing some form of professional supervision6. Four major
themes emerged as to the usefulness of receiving professional supervision.
Supervision is useful:
§ for accountability and challenge;
§ for receiving practical advice and support;
§ to assist with examining ways in which personal and spiritual issues interfere
with their ministry; and
§ to receive overall support and strengthening in their ministry.
4.12 Francis and Turton’s study with Anglican clergy in the UK showed a measurable
effect for the practice of reflective ministry leading to lower levels of burnout
and stress7. Similar evidence is seen in other overseas studies: Spencer, Winston

5 R Powell, S Sterland & M Pepper, Rating effectiveness and stress in church leaders, 2018.
http://ncls.org.au/news/rating-effectiveness-and-stress .
6 Cited in N Lock, ‘An Exploration into the Nature of Reservations Concerning Professional
Supervision Amongst Sydney Anglican Clergy’, Master of Ministry thesis, 2011.

LJ Francis & DW Turton, ‘Reflective Ministry and Empirical Theology: Antidote to Clergy
Stress?’ in ME Moore & CAM Hermans, (eds), Hermeneutics and empirical research in practical
theology: the contribution of empirical theology by Johannes A. van der Ven, Brill, Leiden,
Boston, 2004.
7
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and Bocarnea8 after exploring ministry departure in the United States
concluded that vision conflict and compassion fatigue were the most significant
factors and that these problems existed most prominently where clergy did not
have a support team mechanism.

Significant benefits for ministers
4.13 As defined by Pohly, ‘Professional Supervision is a broad space to talk about
whatever is happening in ministry, sensitive to God’s voice and the
spiritual…which effects transition and transformation, resulting in the minister
having enhanced self-awareness, ministering competence, theological
understanding and Christian commitment’9.
4.14 Professional supervision is a regular, planned, safe space where a minister
brings an event or issue to the supervision session with an approved supervisor
under an overarching guide of a contract or covenant which defines the
functions, limits and any reporting aspects of the supervision relationship. The
presented issue is then discussed from a personal, theological, other person,
and interactional viewpoint with the goal of being a formative, normative and
restorative activity which promotes better ministerial practice and provides
support for the minister.
4.15 Professional supervision necessitates the reflective process on the practice of
ministry in the presence of another. A graduate from the St Mark’s Graduate
Certificate program in Professional Supervision writes:
Writers on supervision recognise the danger of self-deception and
the tendency we have to hide the truth from ourselves. Private
reflection isn’t enough because we rationalise and defend ourselves
against what is painful. We need others to speak into our thoughts.
(D. Morgan, personal communication to N. Lock, 21.11.2015).
4.16 Additionally, supervision is a learning space. Pedagogical evidence is
unambiguous that the best learning and development in relational interactions
occurs not in the classroom or conference setting, but when a person is faced
with a situation to be resolved in a real-life setting. It is at these times the
minister has the highest level of engagement in their development, and the
complexities surrounding the event can also be discussed, enabling further
capability development.

JL Spencer, BE Winston & MC Bocarnea, ‘Predicting the Level of Pastors’ Risk of Termination
from the Church’, Journal of Pastoral Psychology, 2012. Published online 13 December 2011
8

K Pohly, K, Transforming the Rough Places: the Ministry of Supervision, Providence House
Publishers, Franklin, Tennessee, 2001.
9
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4.17 The three main functions of professional supervision offer a broad base for
examining and exploring a wide range of matters that may arise for someone
in ministry.
First, the formative aspect of supervision is an educative process that can
include guidance on handling difficult situations, skill development and
developing self-awareness, suggesting different perspectives, and encouraging
growth and change.
Second, the restorative role of supervision is a supportive one, enacted through
active listening, feedback, and encouragement, where the minister is given the
opportunity for discharging of difficult feelings and attention to self.
Finally, the normative aspects involve dealing with accountability, ethical,
church practice and boundary concerns. From time to time, a supervisor may
suggest that the minister may need to pay extra attention to certain aspects of
their life or ministry through additional training, coaching, personal
counselling, or spiritual direction.

The distinctive nature of professional supervision
4.18 Throughout their ministry, ministers may access one or more of a range of
supportive activities, including coaching, mentoring, spiritual direction, and
counselling. There is a significant degree of overlap between these activities
and professional supervision: all require excellent interpersonal and listening
skills, and a relationship that is characterised by the quality of trust, wisdom,
and discernment in the relationship.
4.19 However, compared to these other activities that ministers access, professional
supervision provides a space that has a particular focus on the practice of
ministry as it intersects with the identity and personhood of the individual.
4.20 Regular professional supervision provides an ongoing place for reflection,
debriefing, learning and support, which from time to time may highlight the
need for a period of one of these other supportive practices. For example, in
supervision it may become apparent that the minister needs some coaching
around a particular aspect or skill set in ministry; or a personal issue becomes
intrusive, and the minister may require some counselling to deal with the
personal issue more fully.
4.21 Additionally, unlike coaching and mentoring, professional supervision has a
particular interest in accountability concerning ethical standards and provides a
forum where the supervisor attends, in a respectful way, to any breaking of
personal and ethical boundaries within ministry practice. This attention to
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careful ethical practice can be seen to be further reflected in the training and
approval requirements needed to be able to offer professional supervision.
4.22 The attention to ethical practice underpins the focus for professional
supervision on the whole system: ‘professional supervision is practised [both]
for the sake of the supervisee, providing a space in which their wellbeing,
growth and development are taken seriously, and for the sake of those among
whom the supervisee works’.10
4.23 Another important distinctive for professional supervision is that it is not line
management: this confusion can often arise because of the use of the word
‘supervision’ in management activities. Line management activity which has the
purpose of addressing professional practice and development issues in
relationship to the minister’s performance and accountability may arise in
professional supervision, but this is not the main focus.

Establishing a contractual or covenantal framework for supervision
4.24 Forming a contract or covenant between the minister and the supervisor is a
vital component for forming a safe and trusted relationship between the
supervisor and the minister. ‘Care and detail over contracts are a form of love
towards those we don’t know very well. It is a recognition that life is full of
unexpected pitfalls, and contracts are a way of holding one another to honesty
and honour in the face of temptation and distraction. Contracts can give us
security and trust.’11
4.25 The process of forming this agreement will begin on the first contact and may
be commenced with a letter from the supervisor to the minister. It will usually
be completed through discussion and negotiation at the first time of meeting.
Usually, a contract or covenant deals with the following elements of the
supervision relationship:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

10

time, place, frequency, and duration;
cost;
focus of supervision;
expectations and needs of the supervisor and the minister;
confidentiality and its limits;
short- and long-term goals for supervision; and
review and updating of the contract or covenant.

J Leach & M Paterson, Pastoral supervision: A handbook, 2nd edn, 2015, Appendix 2

S Wells, Learning to Dream Again: Rediscovering the Heart of God, Wm. B. Eerdmans
Publishing Company, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 2013
11
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4.26 A sample supervision contract or covenant can be found below under Resources
for this section (PS 03).

Managing independence, confidentiality and reporting
4.27 Confidentiality of professional supervision is paramount to allow the minister
to ‘unwrap the gift of their vulnerability’12 that is crucial for good supervision.
Assurance of confidentiality provides the space where the minister can reveal
and face their mistakes and learn from them. Of course, there are limits to
confidentiality relating to protection of vulnerable persons, legal requirements
and church codes of conduct—these need to be carefully explained to the
minister as part of the contracting process.
4.28 The question of confidentiality and reporting is best handled in the contracting
session at the beginning of the supervision relationship, clarifying with the
minister what the professional supervisor might be required to undertake to
fulfil any reporting that the diocese requires. It is recommended that any
reporting should be of a minimum level, relating only to confirming the
minister’s attendance at professional supervision, and any legal or ethical
breach that the minister is unwilling to report themselves. It is important that
any line management issues such as performance reporting be excluded from
reports required of professional supervisors. Any reports submitted should be
sighted by the minister before submission to the diocese, unless legal or ethical
considerations require otherwise.

Professional supervisors
4.29 For most dioceses, identifying a pool of people who are suitably trained and
accredited as professional supervisors to provide professional supervision for all
ministers covered by this policy will require determination and creativity.
Currently there is a shortage of people fully trained in professional supervision.
Some dioceses have developed registers of professional supervisors and the
persons they have approved for inclusion include a range of suitably qualified
practitioners. Alternatively, a diocese may refer ministers to a relevant
professional supervision body such as the Australasian Association of
Supervision (AAOS).
4.30 The criteria below can be used to identify a professional supervisor.

12 M. Paterson, Between a Rock and Hard Place, Pastoral Supervision Revisited & Revisioned,
Institute of Pastoral Supervision & Reflective Practice, Edinburgh, 2020, Chapter 8:
‘Vulnerability: a Gift to be Unwrapped, not Shunned’
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A person suitable to be a professional supervisor will:
have successfully completed:
§ Graduate Certificate or Diploma in Professional Supervision from St
Mark’s National Theological Centre; University of Divinity; Stirling
Theological College etc; or
§ other formal accredited training in Professional Supervision such as two
subjects in Professional Supervision from School of Theology Charles Sturt
University, Moore Theological College, Australian College of Theology; or
§ an equivalent qualification;
or be recognised as:
§ a CPE Acting Level 1 Supervisor or higher; or
§ an accredited supervisor with a relevant professional association e.g.
AAOS, CCAA, Chaplaincy Australia, Transforming Practices, PACFA, AASW,
APS, or equivalent13.
A professional supervisor will also:
§ hold professional membership with a relevant professional association or be
working towards holding membership; and
§ hold adequate professional indemnity and public liability insurance covering
working as a professional supervisor; and
§ be receiving regular continuing professional development in supervision (5
hours per annum recommended); and
§ be receiving their own professional supervision for their practice.
In addition, a professional supervisor should:
§ have a suitable respect for and understanding of the context and framework
in which the minister works; and
§ have a degree of independence from the institution within which the person
is in ministry.

Interim alternative supervision
4.31 In dioceses where it is not yet possible to find sufficient numbers of persons
who meet the criteria in 4.30, an alternative would be to engage those in a
diocese who provide a regular, contracted, reflective conversation which is
focused on ministry practice through coaching, mentoring or spiritual direction.
This alternative provision is available for five years to enable the training of a
sufficient number of approved supervisors. A provider of interim alternative
supervision should:
§ have a degree of independence from the institution within which the person
is in ministry; and

13 AAOS = Australian Association of Supervision; CCAA= Christian Counselling Association of
Australia; PACFA = Psychotherapy and Counselling Federation of Australia; AASW =
Australian Association of Social Work; APS = Australian Psychological Society.
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§ be trained in the particular reflective practice and is accredited with, or a
member of, or eligible for accreditation or membership with a relevant
professional body or member association (this may include coaching,
mentoring, or spiritual direction professional associations); and
§ develop a formal agreement or contract which defines at a minimum the
duration, frequency, desired goals, confidentiality, and review for the
professional supervision, with reasonable adjustments for cultural, linguistic
and ability diversity; and
§ receive regular continuing professional development (5 hours per annum
recommended); and
§ receive regular professional supervision for their own practice; and
§ hold adequate professional indemnity and public liability insurance covering
provision of supervision. A sample application form for a provider of interim
alternative supervision can be found below under Resources in this section
(PS 02).

Costs of supervision and models for meeting those costs
4.32 Some dioceses may consider partnering together to provide professional
supervision. Those ministers requiring supervision in one diocese could be
linked with a supervisor in the partner diocese, and this partnering could be
reciprocated. Professional supervisors in each diocese would need to be
qualified and approved; however, this model would ameliorate ongoing
professional costs.
4.33 For those dioceses wanting instead to access external accredited supervisors,
supervisors are generally paid in the range of $100 to $200 per hour, and the
usual recommended number of one-hour long supervision sessions per annum
is 6 to 10. If using group supervision, it is recommended practice that two
‘group hours’ counts as the equivalent of one ‘individual hour’. An expected
cost of attending a two-hour supervision group with 5 to 6 ministers is between
$60 and $80 per individual14.
4.34 Currently whilst staff costs account for a large part of most parish budgets,
there is limited allocation to maintenance of ministers in terms of paying for
professional development and wellbeing expenses.
There are several ways that the cost of providing supervision can be covered:
§ parishes pay the full cost of a minister’s professional supervision as a staff
expense. This may necessitate some diocesan funding for parishes with low
incomes;

Estimated costs at October 2020: costs involved with using registered psychologists or
business mentors and coaches could be considerably higher.
14
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§ the cost is shared equally between the diocese, the parish and the individual
—this is a model known to be operating in several dioceses;
§ the cost is shared between the parish and the minister;
§ the individual’s contribution towards the cost of professional supervision
may be a tax-deductible expense.

Individual versus group delivery of professional supervision
4.35 Individual supervision is preferred by many for the following reasons:
§ the attention is all focused on the minister: the minister does not have to
divert energy responding to other members of a group;
§ there is more time to discuss individual matters;
§ some ministers might not feel comfortable discussing their situations in front
of others and in small communities; confidentiality of the matters presented
is more easily protected;
§ some ministers might struggle with being fully open about their personal
reactions in front of others.
4.36 However, there are many benefits of the group supervision format if the
experience is well-designed. Group supervision has been shown to develop
confidence, enable rich collaborative learning and provides an excellent forum
for discussing complex ethical matters15.
4.37 It is important that the person conducting group supervision is appropriately
trained and experienced in group supervision.

Preparation for supervision
4.38 Good professional supervision begins with the minister reflecting on their
ministry practice and deciding what they need to take to their supervision
session. This process ensures the minister is working with reflecting on their
ministry practice even before they attend the supervision session. In this way
the minister is responsible for driving the agenda of the professional
supervision sessions: the supervisor facilitates the process of each session and
may raise items for discussion related to what the minister brings, or any ethical
concerns they notice. Ministers are responsible for how they prepare and
present in supervision and for identifying what makes it important enough to
spend time on and for what they choose not to share. Anything is appropriate
that arises from actual experiences and that can affect, or is affecting, the
quality of their ministry.

15 AL Valentino, LA LeBlanc & TP Sellers, ‘The Benefits of Group Supervision and a
Recommended Structure for Implementation’, Behavior Analysis in Practice, 9, 2016, pp. 320328.
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4.39 The following starters may be useful in reflecting on what the minister would
like to talk about16.
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

‘the most significant event in my ministry work since my last supervision is...’
‘this incident/concern keeps pushing itself back into my mind…’
‘I am aware of very strong feelings about something that has happened…’
‘when [this] happened, it seemed to be a pattern repeating itself...’
‘I am so [tired, miserable, elated, inspired, challenged, worried]...’
‘an event / incident I have noticed I keep telling people about is…’
‘I want to clarify where I stand on a particular issue...’
‘I want to stop something like [this] happening again...’
‘I want to get something like [this] to happen more often...’
‘I seem to keep avoiding/putting off...’

A minister may wish to focus on their role in a particular situation, their
priorities, time management, insights, people, committees, institutions,
changes, pressures, or needs.

Evaluating professional supervision
4.40 Evaluation of the supervision offered and received is integral to ensuring that
professional supervision sessions are effective and meeting the minister’s needs.
4.41 Both informal and formal methods can be used to evaluate professional
supervision. Informal evaluation should take place in every supervision session
by the supervisor asking the minister what has been helpful in the session that
day. More formal evaluation is best done at least annually, where the minister
and supervisor can collaborate using creative methods or a formal evaluation
form to work out how the supervisor is providing an effective space for
supporting the person in their ministry.
4.42 A sample form for Evaluation of Professional Supervision can be found below
under Resources for this section (PS 05).

Implementation in remote locations
4.43 The COVID-19 pandemic has required most practitioners to move professional
supervision practice into the online space using various platforms including
Zoom, FaceTime, WhatsApp etc. This ‘human experiment’ has led to providers
of professional supervision and other reflective practices grappling with both
the practicalities, ethics, and effectiveness of delivering supervision online.

Adapted from The Uniting Church in Australia Ministerial Education Commission,
Professional Supervision: A process of Reflection on Ministry Experience, 2011
16
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4.44 Recent research has demonstrated that ‘in-person supervision and telesupervision had equivalent outcomes; there was no significant decrease in
participant-rated supervision satisfaction or supervisory working alliance’17. One
participant in this study noted that ‘The difference between in-person and telesupervision really comes down to the person itself [supervisor]. It would be
really easy for a not-so-good supervisor to miss things in tele-supervision and
just not be super in touch. The supervisor is the most important factor in the
end though.’18
4.45 Giving and receiving supervision in the online space requires some attention to
issues of which technology to use, and some specific ethical issues: many
supervisors have received specific training in offering online supervision which
can be confirmed when finding a new supervisor. Given this forced change in
the delivery practices of professional supervision, many supervisors now offer
online supervision which makes supervision easier to access for remote workers.

Professional supervision with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander ministers
4.46 Providing professional supervision for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
ministers requires the ability to be culturally responsive.
4.47 Professional supervision will take place in the ‘intercultural space’ of the two
overlapping cultures. Techniques such as the use of stories, experience, and
actions to process theologies, practices, and models, rather than using
theologies, practices and models to process stories, experience and actions are
helpful. Working in the Northern Territory with remote community workers,
The Reverend Kate Beer has developed a resource specifically for facilitating
the professional supervision space called a ‘Yarning Map’19.

Professional supervision with culturally and linguistically diverse ministers
4.48 When working within intercultural contexts, professional supervisors may be
blind to any cultural issues, and fail to respond in an emotionally empathic way.
A supervisor may only be culturally aware—that is, operates in a cognitive
paradigm where culturally relevant content is raised and processed

17 K Tarlow, C McCord, J Nelon, & P Bernhard, ‘Comparing In-Person Supervision and
Telesupervision: A Multiple Baseline Single-Case Study’, Journal of Psychotherapy Integration,
Vol. 30, No. 2, 2020, pp.383–393.
18

K Tarlow et.al., op.cit., p.388.

For more information about ‘Yarning Maps’, contact The Reverend Kate Beer at
http://www.whatsbrewing.id.au
19
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intellectually—but fails to be culturally sensitive or responsive. Cultural
sensitivity and responsiveness require the supervisor to:
§
§
§
§

adopt a curious and inquiring attitude,
be able to acknowledge and name cultural differences in the conversation,
engage at an emotional level with any cultural influences present, and
explore matters of cultural power present in both the supervision
relationship and in the relationship the minister has with those they minister
to.

Professional Supervision Resources
4.49 The following templates are provided to assist with implementation of this
policy and guidelines:
§
§
§
§
§

Application for approved supervisor (PS 01);
Application for approved provider of interim alternative supervision (PS 02);
Covenant or contract for professional supervision (PS 03);
Record of professional supervision (PS 04);
Evaluation of professional supervision (PS 05).
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Application for
approved professional supervisor

PS 01

Date
Name
Qualifications
No. of years of ordained,
licensed or professional
experience

Ministry/business address

Phone
Mobile
Email
Training and experience in
supervision
Supervision accreditation
and/or professional
membership/s
What is your main
theoretical approach to
supervision?
Details of professional
indemnity/public liability
insurance
provider; policy number; expiry

Do you currently receive
your own professional
supervision?

£ Yes

*For office use only
Date of approval:

£ No
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Application for
approved provider of interim alternative supervision

PS 02

Date
Name
Qualifications
No. of years of ordained, licensed or
professional experience

Ministry/business address

Phone
Mobile
Email
Training and experience in reflective
practice (coaching/mentoring/spiritual
direction etc)
Accreditation in reflective practice
(coaching/mentoring/spiritual direction
etc) and/or professional membership/s
What is your main theoretical approach
to reflective practice?
Details of professional
indemnity/public liability insurance
provider; policy number; expiry

Do you currently receive your own
professional supervision?

£ Yes

£ No
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*For office use only
Date of approval:
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Covenant or contract for
professional supervision

PS 03

Name of approved supervisor

or provider of interim alternative supervision

Name of minister
Supervisor

qualifications and experience

Supervisor

relevant professional membership

Supervisor

number of years of ministry/professional
experience

Minister

qualifications and experience

Minister

relevant professional membership
(if any)

Minister

number of years of ministry experience

Minister

applicable codes of conduct

Minister

£ Yes

£ No

confirmation of indemnity/public liability
insurance (refer to diocese)

Agreed frequency of supervision
Agreed details of supervision
time, place, duration

Other agreed terms, if any
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Covenant or contract for
Professional Supervision, continued

PS 03

Minister

agreed preparation for supervision

Minister

agreed process for dealing with personal
issues

Supervisor

expectations and needs

Minister

expectations and needs

Minister

specific goals, if any

Agreement on
confidentiality and its limits

We agree to keep all discussion in supervision meetings confidential,
understanding that there is a legal duty of care that may override
confidentiality in exceptional circumstances. Such circumstances would
be if a minister was describing unsafe, unethical or illegal practice and
was unwilling to go through appropriate procedures to address these
after initial discussion between supervisor and minister.

Agreed date for review and update
of this contract
Supervisor

signature, date

Minister

signature, date
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Record of
professional supervision

PS 04

Name of minister……………………………………………………………………………….……..
Date

Name of supervisor

Duration of supervision

or provider of interim alternative supervision

Total Hours

Supervisor signature

Date

Attach additional pages as
required
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Evaluation of
professional supervision

PS 05

Please give full and honest responses.
This will assist you and your supervisor to make supervision more useful for you in the future.
Name of approved supervisor
or provider of interim alternative
supervision

Name of minister
Please comment on the
extent to which supervision
has met your expectations

Has supervision made a
positive contribution to your
current ministry practice and
overall wellbeing?

£ Yes

£ No

If ‘yes’, please indicate:
a. the nature of that contribution; and
b. in what other ways supervision could contribute to your ministry practice and
overall wellbeing.
If ‘no’, please comment further.
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Evaluation of
Professional Supervision, continued

Could supervision be
improved to better meet your
needs in the future?

Overall, how would you rate
your experience of
supervision?

£ Yes

PS 05

£ No

If ‘yes’, please indicate in what ways.

Please circle one number: 1 lowest, 5 highest.
1

2

3

Please add any further
comments

Minister

signature, date
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AND DEVELOPMENT

5 Ministry reviews
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Ministry Reviews Policy
5.1

To ensure support for ministry wellbeing, for achievement in the ministry to
which they have been called, and for accountability, ministers are to participate
in three different ministry reviews across a three-year cycle of ministry.

5.2

Ministry reviews should include the opportunity:
§ to encourage and appreciate current strengths and ministry progress;
§ to affirm the alignment with the mission of the church;
§ to identify areas that need attention or improvement and outline pathways
to address such areas;
§ for accountability within the context of the leadership of the parish or
organisation; and
§ for identifying areas requiring improvement in their ministry support and
the means to achieve those improvements.

5.3

Ministry reviews should include the following features:
§ collection of information from the minister in review through
reports/questionnaires/interviews and/or from selected recipients of the
person’s ministry; and
§ consideration by the reviewer and/or the minister in review of such ministry
areas as skills, strengths, deficiencies, goals and spiritual, personal and
training needs.

5.4

Over a three-year cycle, which will commence at the beginning of the calendar
year following the first date of service in the ministry role, reviews will increase
in breadth:
a. In the first year, a self-review will be undertaken based on learning from
professional supervision and professional development and a guided selfreflection on the minister’s ministry.
b. In the second year, a joint review will be conducted between the minister
and, in the case of clergy, their licencing bishop or the bishop’s delegate
and, in the case of lay ministers, their employer or the employer’s delegate.
The minister can choose to include the learnings from their professional
development and professional supervision.
c. In the third year a facilitated review will take place in a manner determined
by the diocese. This third-year review will include reference to the minister’s
role description and address the vision and values of their parish/ministry
area (or diocese in the case of a bishop). This facilitated review should
include a self-evaluation component and multi-sourced feedback from
different perspectives. Possible perspectives may be sought from peers,
leaders in the parish, ministry leaders and diocesan leaders. The minister can
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choose to include the learnings from their professional development and
professional supervision. A draft of any review report should be given to
and discussed with the minister prior to finalisation, with an opportunity to
request amendment prior to its finalisation.
5.5

Dioceses have discretion to vary requirements for ministry reviews in the case of
part-time ministers, or a minister experiencing extended illness, on leave, with
reduced working hours, or finishing their ministry role during a calendar year,
or when they are licensed but not engaged in ministry or in other special
circumstances or due to hardship. Any such variation must be approved in
writing.

5.6

At the conclusion of the ministry review in years one and two, a brief report of
goals and development needs should be supplied by the minister to their
bishop or their bishop’s delegate in the case of clergy, and their employer or
their employer’s delegate in the case of lay ministers. The review should
otherwise remain confidential. In the third-year review, after any agreed
amendments are made by the minister and reviewer, a detailed written record
of the review should be supplied by the reviewer to both the minister and their
bishop or their bishop’s delegate in the case of clergy, and their employer or
their employer’s delegate in the case of lay ministers.

5.7

Where a diocese is satisfied that a minister has not, without reasonable excuse,
complied with these requirements, it should take appropriate action to ensure
compliance.

Ministry Reviews Guidelines
Ministry Reviews—a time for reflection, feedback and recognition
5.8

Ministry reviews are guided reflections and discussions that focus on a
minister’s ministry over a preceding period of time.

5.9

A ministry review is an opportunity to reflect on their ministry, an opportunity
for feedback and encouragement, to recognise a person’s success and to give
constructive feedback on how they undertake their ministry.

5.10 Role reviews have been used and misused. Reviews take time and preparation
and to be useful, they need to be more than ‘box-ticking’ exercises, and they
need to go deeper than analysing simply what a minister has ‘done’ in the
preceding period. The ministry review will include the opportunity to
accomplish the items listed under 5.2 and will involve an analysis of the items
listed under 5.3. Each reviewer will approach a review with their own set of
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unconscious biases. These may include gender stereotyping, ageism, racism,
cultural assumptions and ableism. It is important that a reviewer reflect and
recognise their own particular biases before undertaking a review.

Reviews are continuous on a three-year cycle

Year 1
Self-review

Year 3
Facilitated
review

Year 2
Joint
review

5.11 Year 1: Self-review. Ministers should set aside a minimum of two hours for a
self-guided review of their ministry. It would be beneficial if this self-review
could take place in partnership with a spiritual retreat. A minister may seek
assistance in conducting a self-review.
5.12 A template offering a suggested process for the self-review is provided under
Resources at the end of this section (MR 01). The review should enable ministers
to then complete a Professional Development Plan (PD 01). Clergy should send
a copy of their completed PD 01 form to their bishop or their bishop’s delegate.
Lay ministers should send a copy of their completed PD 01 form to their
employer or their employer’s delegate.

Reverend James Cheung is in the first year of ministry as assistant in a suburban parish. In
this Diocese, the Bishop delegates management of the first-year review to a minister’s direct
supervisor. For his first self-review James drops his kids at school and then heads off to a
retreat centre often used by clergy in his Diocese and uses the day to pray, walk, and to
reflect on his ministry. He uses the MR 01 template to guide his reflection and to identify
some goals for his professional development for the year ahead. The next day when back at
the office he fills out his Professional Development Plan (PD 01) and shares it with his direct
supervisor—the Priest of his parish.

5.13 Year 2: Joint review. In Year 2, clergy should meet with their bishop or the
bishop’s delegate and lay ministers with their employer or their employer’s
delegate for an informal review.
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5.14 Ministers and reviewers should set aside one hour for this review or meet once
a month for 15 minutes20 and have a conversation about specific topics related
to their ministry, noting any actions arising from these conversation/s. Monthly
15-minute conversations have the advantage of building of a continuing
dialogue and better engagement between the two people involved in the
review.
5.15 The recommended six topics for this review are as follows:
§ ministry role dashboard—gauging the minister’s views on ministry
satisfaction, morale and communication;
§ strengths and talents—identifying the ministers' strengths and talents and
giving thought to future roles that may be suitable for the minister;
§ ministry goals—determining what goals and objectives the minister has for
their ministry role in the coming year. This may be done with reference to
any relevant role description as well as strategic plan, mission and vision
documents;
§ opportunities for personal growth—focusing on how to improve
performance to match expected outcomes;
§ professional development—identifying courses or other methods such as
coaching or mentoring that will build the minister’s strengths and improve
ministry outcomes; and
§ continuous improvement—taking a ‘whole of ministry life’ perspective,
exploring how the minister could improve the effectiveness of their ministry.
5.16 A template for the review, including question prompts for each topic, is
provided under Resources in this section (MR 02). The agreed action plan in the
review will help identify relevant professional development needs and informs
the Professional Development Plan. A copy of the Professional Development
Plan (PD 01) should be retained by their bishop or their bishop’s delegate in the
case of clergy, or their employer or their employer’s delegate in the case of lay
ministers.

Reverend Mike Chapman is Rector of a parish in a large Diocese. In this Diocese, the Bishop
delegates second year reviews to the local area dean. Mike meets with his area dean for a
coffee each month (sometimes over ‘zoom’), during which they tackle one of the six topics for
review listed in 5.15 above and make some action plans out of those conversations. They each
make a few notes following the meeting. At the end of the year, Mike transfers some of the
learning goals they’ve discussed over the year onto Form PD 01 and sends a copy to his
Bishop.

20 T Baker, The End of the Performance Review: A New Approach to Appraising Employee
Performance, Palgrave Macmillan, Basingstoke, Hampshire, 2013. The Five 15-minute
conversations model was developed by Dr Baker.
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5.17 Year 3: Facilitated review. The third-year review will include reference to the
minister’s role description and address the vision and values of their parish or
organisation (or diocese in the case of a bishop). This facilitated review should
include a self-evaluation component and feedback from sufficient individuals to
provide a multi-sourced perspective.
5.18 Dioceses may manage the Year 3 review in one of two ways:
a. using an external provider
Dioceses may consider using an external provider to facilitate these formal
reviews. Examples of providers include:
§ LeadingConneXions. LeadingConneXions have developed a 360 review for
Christian leaders in the Australian context (contact
sjones@leadingconnexions.com.au)
§ Converge International. Converge International utilise a Multifactor
Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ), also known as the MLQ 3600 (contact
Chris.Ralph@convergeintl.com.au)
§ Centre for Ministry Development (https://cmd.moore.edu.au/)
b. managing the review in-house
A more economical, simpler multi-sourced feedback can be managed internally.
This could proceed in seven steps as follows.
Step 1. The reviewer asks the minister being reviewed to supply at least six
names and email address of people whose feedback they would consider
useful. The nominees should represent a variety of people, such as those who:
§
§
§
§
§
§

the minister reports to;
the minister supervises;
the minister serves;
are colleagues and peers or team members of the minister;
are from the minister’s parish, if the minister is in parish ministry; and
are from the minister’s parish council, if the minister is in parish ministry, or
another governance group or committee that the minister reports to.

Step 2. The reviewer writes separately to the people the minister has
nominated to provide feedback, asking that they each provide responses to the
same set of questions. A template for requesting feedback can be found under
Resources for this section.
Step 3. The minister fills in their current responsibilities, the vision and values of
their parish and Diocese and their achievements on Form MR 04 and passes
these on to their reviewer.
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If no role description or mission, vision and strategy documents exist, then this
is a good time to initiate their development. The minister may also supply the
reviewer with their Professional Development Plan (PD 01) for the year and
their record of Professional Development (PD 02) for Years 1, 2 & 3.
Step 4. The reviewer analyses the feedback supplied by others (outlined in Step
1) and summarises them into one to three themes and summarises these on the
MR 04 form.
In summarising the responses, the reviewer should:
§ identify the top one to three themes that emerge from the feedback;
§ remove any unhelpful or hurtful remarks; and
§ ensure no names or significant identifying features are attached to any part
of the summary.
Step 6. The reviewer meets with the minister for review. The focus should be on
celebrating the minister’s strengths, identifying any gaps in performance and
discussing and agreeing to any action, training or changes that may help in the
coming year. During this review meeting, the MR 04 form is finalised jointly
with the minister being reviewed given an opportunity to request amendments
to the MR 04 form before it is finalised. Copies of the MR 04 form, and the
Professional Development Plan (PD 01) are given to the minister and to their
bishop, with a copy kept confidentially on the minister’s personnel file. In the
case of lay ministers, copies should be given to the lay minister and to their
employer, with a copy confidentially on the lay minister’s personnel file.
Step 7. The minister shares the discussion and any insights and outcomes with
their approved supervisor in order to continue to work on any areas of needed
improvement in ministry.

Kristine Casta has been the children’s minister in her parish for ten years. Her facilitated
review is conducted by the Vicar of her parish. Although it’s a new process and she feels a bit
anxious about being reviewed, the outcome is a resounding affirmation of her ministry and a
commitment by her Vicar to recommend an increase in the children’s ministry budget. The
Vicar keeps a copy of her Professional Development Plan (PD 01) and the review form
MR 04 in her personnel file at the church office and gives her a copy for her own records.
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Conduct of ministry reviews
5.19 Across a three-year cycle, ministry reviews will involve:
§ collection of information from the person in review through a report/
questionnaires/ interviews and from selected recipients of the person’s
ministry; and
§ consideration by the reviewer and the person being reviewed of ministry
areas, skills required, deficiencies, goals and also spiritual, personal and
training needs.
5.20 To facilitate conduct of the reviews, two dioceses may collaborate, with each
diocese providing personnel to conduct reviews for the other in an agreed
manner. This approach may have practical benefits especially for third-year
ministry reviews.
5.21 Dioceses may use technology (such as via telephone, Zoom or FaceTime or
Google Meetings) for some reviews. If this is the case, those involved should be
aware of the limitations as well as the advantages of this platform for
communicating. Advantages of using appropriate technology include the fact
that it is cost effective and time effective. Limitations include the lack of nonverbal cues for communication, the possibility of technology dropouts, and
participants experiencing technology fatigue.

Ministry reviews in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander and CALD
Environments
5.22 The Anglican Church of Australia is a diverse, multi-cultural church. Culturally
and linguistically diverse ministers may face difficulties in the ministry review
process compared to other Australians because
§ they may not be aware of expectations which are based on cultural
assumptions; and/or
§ the review process may not consider needs of ministers who use English as a
second language.
5.23 Providing ministry reviews for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander ministers
requires the ability to be culturally responsive. Ministry reviews may be taking
place in the ‘inter-cultural space’ of the two overlapping cultures. Reviewers
should be aware of the risk of power imbalance (whether current or historic)
and ensure cultural safety.
5.24 Dioceses should consider how to make ministry review opportunities more
suited to their culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD) ministers and to
ensure clarity of cultural as well as ministry expectations for CALD ministers.
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Aspects of the review process

5.25 Best practice benchmarks for ministry reviews highlight that they should be:
§ mission-focused: affirming that the focus of ministry, globally and locally, is
advancing God’s mission.
§ outcome-focused: concentrating on achievements (outcomes) rather than
‘busy’ness (lists of activities). For example, rather than counting how many
pastoral phone-calls have been made over a period, the review looks for
evidence that people feel pastorally attended to.
§ role-related: directly linked to goals identified in any current strategic plan
for the parish or the organisation. Signs of progress made should be the
focus. The review should also look for alignment between the minister’s
Professional Development Plan and the capabilities in the minister’s role
description. It is recognised that some roles do not have existing role
descriptions. Support can be given to create role descriptions by contacting
relevant personnel from the diocese.
§ objective: both minister and reviewer should ‘speak the truth in love’
according to demonstrable facts. Use of the templates provided should
create a framework for impartial and comprehensive analysis. To aid
objectivity, it is also suggested that the second and third-year reviews be
conducted by different people. So, if a person from the parish or
organisation of the minister leads the second-year review, a more
independent reviewer should conduct the third-year review.
§ sensitive: conducted in a supportive, not punitive, environment. Reviews
should take into account both systemic and particular stresses upon ministry.
They should consider whether the minister has taken on additional or varied
responsibilities or taken the opportunity to make adaptations as ministry
contexts change. For example, the COVID-19 pandemic has led to fast and
dramatic changes in the ministry workplace. Reviews are a time to reflect on
changes such as these and to adjust a role, initiate training and provide
support for adaptation.
§ confidential: strictly following the protocols, such as to whom reports of the
Year 2 and Year 3 reviews should be sent. Any breach of confidentiality will
undermine the whole process and could be extremely harmful to a range of
people.
§ balanced: between critique and encouragement.
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Ministry Reviews Resources
5.26 The following templates are provided to assist with implementation of this
policy and guidelines:
§
§
§
§

Self-review of ministry (MR 01);
Report of joint review of ministry (MR 02);
Sample script for requesting feedback from prospective respondents (MR 03);
Report of facilitated review of ministry (MR 04).
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Year 1 Ministry Review
Self-review of ministry

MR 01

Instructions
1. This self-review is for private self-reflection: you do not need to show it or pass it on to anyone else.
2. Set aside at least 2 hours in a quiet place to do the review.
3. Gather the following resources: Bible, pen and paper or computer; vision/mission/strategy documents
for your ministry area; if there is one, your specific role description.
4. Begin with a Bible reading and prayer. Copy the headings on the left below to your paper or computer.
Then use the questions and suggestions below as a prompt to reflect on and review your ministry over
the last 12 months.
5. Once this review is complete, complete the Professional Development Plan (PD 01). Clergy should send
the final plan to their bishop or the bishop’s delegate and lay ministers should send the plan to their
employer or the employer’s delegate.
Enjoyment
Vision
and strategy

Goals

Training

Relationships

Reflecting on the last 12 months, what have you enjoyed the most about your
ministry? What have been areas of blessing for you/ your parish/ministry area?
If your ministry has a vision, mission and a set of strategies and plans, review
them and reflect on what has been achieved over the last 12 months, and what
remains to be accomplished. If you don’t have these matters documented, make
a plan to develop and document them and, in the meantime, reflect on what has
been achieved.
Reflecting on the last 12 months, what ministry goals have you personally
achieved and what remains to be accomplished? Make a list of your ministry
goals for the coming 12 months.
In order to accomplish the ministry goals you’ve identified above, do you need
any upskilling or training? More generally, what skills development do you think
you need to undertake for your ministry role in the coming twelve months? Are
there other goals you have for your ongoing personal formation as a minister?
Reflect on the way you relate to the following groups of people/individuals.
Which relationships are going well? Do any need improvement or have
problems? List some things you can do that may improve any relationships that
need it over the coming year.
§
§
§
§
§

People you work with, supervise or report to.
People on parish council or another governance group you are involved in.
Broader colleague networks (deanery, chaplaincy groups).
Parishioners.
Your family.
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Year 1 Ministry Review
Self-review of ministry, continued

Time
management and
prioritising

MR 01

Reflect on how you have been dividing up your time between the various parts of
your role. Plan ahead to make any needed changes so that the balance for the
coming year is appropriate. Consider the following and add to or change the list as
appropriate for your role:
§
§
§
§
§
§

leadership role;
teaching, preaching and prayer;
mission and evangelism;
pastoral care;
administration; and
governance.

Wellbeing

Looking back over the last 12 months, how well have you looked after your own
self-care and ministry/life balance? List some plans for your well-being for the
coming 12 months.

Spiritual
wellbeing

What personal practices of prayer and Scripture reading have you undertaken in the
past 12 months? List your plans for these practices in the coming year.

Character

‘The fruits of the Spirit are love, joy, peace, forbearance, kindness, goodness,
faithfulness, gentleness and self-control’ (Galatians 5:22-23). Which of these are
demonstrable in your life now? Identify any of these fruit (which are character traits)
that you struggle with. Identify a few simple actions you could take to grow in any
traits you have identified.
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Year 2 Ministry Review
Report of
Joint review of ministry

MR 02

Instructions for the minister
1. Arrange to meet with your reviewer for one hour OR meet with the reviewer once a month for 15
minutes and have a conversation about each of these areas until the review is complete.
2. Gather the following resources: any relevant vision/mission/strategy documents for your ministry area;
if there is one, your specific role description.
3. Copy the six headings on the left below to your paper or computer. Then, in conversation with the
reviewer, use the questions and suggestions below as prompts to reflect on and review your ministry
over the last 12 months.
4. For each topic or theme, develop an action plan.
5. Once this review is complete, complete the Professional Development Plan (PD 01). Clergy should send
the final plan to their bishop or the bishop’s delegate and lay ministers should send the Plan to their
employer or the employer’s delegate.
Date
Name of minister
Name of reviewer
TOPIC

ACTION PLAN

1. Ministry role dashboard
How would you rate your satisfaction with your
current ministry?
How would you rate your morale?

2. Strengths and talents
What are your strengths and talents?
How can they best be used now in our ministry context
and what future roles might benefit from them?
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Year 2 Ministry Review
Report of
Joint review of ministry, continued

TOPIC

MR 02

ACTION PLAN

3. Goals
Refer to any relevant vision, mission, strategy
documents and your role description:
What goals and objectives do you have for your
ministry role for the coming year?

4. Opportunities for growth
Where do you need to improve in achieving ministry
outcomes?
How can I help you to do this?

5. Development
(Reflect on ministry goals, along with any goals for
your ongoing personal ministry formation.)
What are some skills you would like to develop?
What are some goals you have for your continuing
formation as a minister?
What learning opportunities would you like to pursue?

6. Continuous improvement
What is one way you could improve the way you work
in ministry?
What is one way you could improve the way your
ministry organisation operates?
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Year 3 Ministry Review
Facilitated review: Sample script for
Requesting feedback from prospective respondents

MR 03

Instructions for the Reviewer
1. Use the sample script below to recruit at least six respondents for the multi-sourced feedback process.
2. Write separately to each prospective respondent.
3. Ensure that all responses are kept confidential.

Sample script
Dear [Respondent Name]
As part of a ministry review for [Minister Name], I am writing to ask you to provide some feedback on
their ministry.
The review process involves gaining responses to a common set of questions from a diverse group of
people related to [Minister Name’s] ministry. [Minister Name] has suggested that you would be a good
person to ask and has provided me with your contact details.
The questions below are designed so that you can give some honest feedback that will be valuable for
[Minister Name’s] ongoing ministry. The feedback you provide will be de-identified and compiled with
other feedback into general themes. None of your feedback will be directly quoted, but it is possible that
[Minister Name] may be able to discern who has contributed some of the feedback.
You can write as much or as little as you wish in response to each of these questions and you can add
any further comments that may not be addressed by the questions.
1. What personal qualities do you value the most about [Minister Name’s] ministry/leadership?
2. What are three areas that are going well in [Minister Name’s] ministry/leadership?
3. What should [Minister Name] do more of, do less of, and do differently?
4. What areas of ministry do you think [Minister Name] should focus on in the coming year?
Please send your responses to these questions to me by [date].
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Year 3 Ministry Review
Report of
Facilitated review of ministry

MR 04

Instructions for the reviewer
1. In accordance with the relevant guidelines, collect and collate relevant responses from an appropriate
range of people to four standardised questions about the ministry of the person in focus.
2. Prepare and present a draft report, in a format of your own devising, to the minister. The minister
should be given an opportunity to request amendment prior to the report being finalised. Then discuss
and agree to any action, professional development, training or other changes that may help in the
coming year.
3. Use this template as a specification for the Report and the Action Plan. In the case of clergy, send the
report and the associated action plan to the bishop or the bishop’s delegate. In the case of lay ministers,
send the report to the minister’s employer or the employer’s delegate.
FACILITATED REVIEW
Name of minister
Position
Name of reviewer
Date
Current responsibilities

Vision and values of the
parish and diocese

Achievements
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Year 3 Ministry Review
Report of
Facilitated review of ministry, continued
Feedback theme 1

Feedback theme 2

Feedback theme 3

Areas for further
development

Reviewee comments
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MR 04

Year 3 Ministry Review
Report of
Facilitated review of ministry, continued

MR 04

Reviewer comments

Date

Name and signature of minister

Name and signature of reviewer

COLLATED REPORT

ACTION PLAN

[The top 1-3 themes that emerged from the
feedback to each of the four common questions,
celebrating the minister’s strengths and identifying
any recommended areas for development.]
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Appendix
Policy Statements
These policies apply to ministers as defined in the Key
Terms. A diocese may exempt a minister who receives
professional supervision, professional development
and/or ministry review as part of their employment or
appointment by an external body.
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3

Professional Development Policy

3.1

Ministers are to undertake a minimum of 30 hours of professional development
over three years. At least three hours of professional development must relate
to professional responsibilities and boundaries, a further three hours to ethics
in ministry, a further three hours to child safety and a further three hours to
domestic and family violence.

3.2

Professional development content involving face-to-face, online or distance
learning must be conducted by suitably qualified persons. It must relate to the
minister’s practice of ministry and extend their knowledge and skills in areas
relevant to their ministry practice needs.

3.3

Professional development activities may consist of seminars, workshops,
lectures, conferences, discussion groups, multimedia or web-based programs,
one-to-one training or other suitable educational activities. Private study or
reading is also an acceptable professional development activity but should not
comprise more than nine hours of the required professional development
activities. The publication of an article related to their ministry practice by a
minister also qualifies as a professional development activity, along with
membership of a committee, taskforce, working group, or practice section of a
professional association, related to ministry. Publications and memberships
together should not comprise more than nine hours of the professional
development activities over three years. Academic studies related to ministry
practice also qualify as professional development activities.

3.4

Ministers must keep a record and evidence of their professional development
activities and supply these annually as part of their three-year ministry review
cycle.

3.5

Provided that ministers complete three hours over a three-year cycle
professional development related to each of professional responsibilities and
boundaries, ethics in ministry, child safety, and domestic and family violence,
dioceses have discretion to allow reduced hours of professional development in
the case of part-time ministers, or a minister experiencing extended illness, on
leave, with reduced working hours, or when they are licensed but not engaged
in ministry, or in other special circumstances such as hardship. Any such
reduction must be approved in writing.

3.6

Where a minister commences a new ministry role, professional development
undertaken in the former role is counted as part of the professional
development during that three-year cycle.
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3.7

Where a diocese is satisfied that a minister has not, without reasonable excuse,
complied with these requirements, it should take appropriate action to ensure
compliance.

4

Professional Supervision Policy

4.1

Ministers must complete a minimum of six hours of individual professional
supervision or twelve hours of group professional supervision each calendar
year.

4.2

Professional supervision must be facilitated by a professional supervisor as
defined in 4.30 and 4.31 in the professional supervision guidelines. Dioceses
may provide a list of professional supervisors for their ministers.

4.3

Professional supervision may be accessed by a range of means:
§
§
§
§

4.4

face-to-face;
online;
via telephone; and
via video/web conferencing.

Dioceses have discretion to allow reduced hours of professional supervision in
the case of a minister experiencing extended illness, on leave, with reduced
working hours, or finishing their ministry role during a calendar year, or when
they are licensed but not engaged in ministry or in other special circumstances
or due to hardship. Any such variation must be approved in writing.

4.5

Where a minister commences a new ministry role during the calendar year,
professional supervision undertaken in the former role is counted as part of the
professional supervision during that year.

4.6

Records and evidence of professional supervision should be kept and supplied
at annual ministry reviews.

4.7

Where a diocese is satisfied that a minister has not, without reasonable excuse,
complied with these requirements, it should take appropriate action to ensure
compliance.

4.8

Where there are insufficient numbers of professional supervisors for all
ministers in a diocese to access professional supervision, a diocese may
determine that supervision by a person recognised in 4.31 in the professional
supervision guidelines may be provided as an alternative to professional
supervision for a period of up to 5 years where such a person can obtain
insurance for this activity.
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5

Ministry Reviews Policy

5.1

To ensure support for ministry wellbeing, for achievement in the ministry to
which they have been called, and for accountability, ministers are to participate
in three different ministry reviews across a three-year cycle of ministry.

5.2

Ministry reviews should include the opportunity:
§ to encourage and appreciate current strengths and ministry progress;
§ to affirm the alignment with the mission of the church;
§ to identify areas that need attention or improvement and outline pathways
to address such areas;
§ for accountability within the context of the leadership of the parish or
organisation; and
§ for identifying areas requiring improvement in their ministry support and
the means to achieve those improvements.

5.3

Ministry reviews should include the following features:
§ collection of information from the minister in review through
reports/questionnaires/interviews and/or from selected recipients of the
person’s ministry; and
§ consideration by the reviewer and/or the minister in review of such ministry
areas as skills, strengths, deficiencies, goals and spiritual, personal and
training needs.

5.4

Over a three-year cycle, which will commence at the beginning of the calendar
year following the first date of service in the ministry role, reviews will increase
in breadth:
a. In the first year, a self-review will be undertaken based on learning from
professional supervision and professional development and a guided selfreflection on the minister’s ministry.
b. In the second year, a joint review will be conducted between the minister
and, in the case of clergy, their licencing bishop or the bishop’s delegate
and, in the case of lay ministers, their employer or the employer’s delegate.
The minister can choose to include the learnings from their professional
development and professional supervision.
c. In the third year a facilitated review will take place in a manner determined
by the diocese. This third-year review will include reference to the minister’s
role description and address the vision and values of their parish/ministry
area (or diocese in the case of a bishop). This facilitated review should
include a self-evaluation component and multi-sourced feedback from
different perspectives. Possible perspectives may be sought from peers,
leaders in the parish, ministry leaders and diocesan leaders. The minister can
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choose to include the learnings from their professional development and
professional supervision. A draft of any review report should be given to
and discussed with the minister prior to finalisation, with an opportunity to
request amendment prior to its finalisation.
5.5

Dioceses have discretion to vary requirements for ministry reviews in the case of
part-time ministers, or a minister experiencing extended illness, on leave, with
reduced working hours, or finishing their ministry role during a calendar year,
or when they are licensed but not engaged in ministry or in other special
circumstances or due to hardship. Any such variation must be approved in
writing.

5.6

At the conclusion of the ministry review in years one and two, a brief report of
goals and development needs should be supplied by the minister to their
bishop or their bishop’s delegate in the case of clergy, and their employer or
their employer’s delegate in the case of lay ministers. The review should
otherwise remain confidential. In the third-year review, after any agreed
amendments are made by the minister and reviewer, a detailed written record
of the review should be supplied by the reviewer to both the minister and their
bishop or their bishop’s delegate in the case of clergy, and their employer or
their employer’s delegate in the case of lay ministers.

Where a diocese is satisfied that a minister has not, without reasonable excuse,
complied with these requirements, it should take appropriate action to ensure
compliance.
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